
Summary

The dissertation is going on the geological construction of a 500 km2 great part of territory of

Hungary, the Western Mecsek Mountains from that point of view, which characteristics of geological

formations have economic value.

For the sake of the cause I wrote a short description and determined the idealized stratigraphic

column of geological formations of this area. The position, situation and location, the relation of facies

of formations was determined. The Neogenic rocks burying the great part of territory were

emphasized; the results of laboratory- and technological investigations of these young sediments are

attached. The peculiarities of Keresztúr Formation, which were mentioned in some earlier references,

were discussed in detail. Though the geological map of the area was edited without Quaternary

sediments, my evaluating is concerned with these sediments too.

One section of the dissertation is going on the opportunities of evaluating of natural resources like

geological formations. For better viewpoint I reviewed the methods present in international and

national literature. Some of these methods are available for evaluating of geological formations and

evaluating of changing of these formations too. For the best result I redrafted the „economic geology”.

In my opinion the economic geology isn’t only the geology of mineral resources but it contains all

factors coming from geological construction and have economic impacts. According my opinion the

economic geology is: Analyzing of composition, strata, structure and relations of geological

formations from that point of view that we can recognize the possibilities determining of most

profitable rate of exploitation, sustainability and conservation of a formation for both of social

usefulness and natural balance.

I launched in Hungarian literature the geodiversity, formation’s great variety influencing

pedological, morphological, hydrological and biogeographical picture of an area that play important

role in construction of our environment.

In the dissertation I gave geological meaning of economic concepts, I analyzed the total economic

value and it’s estimation. I showed the value-components of natural resources. One part of these is so-

called primary value (which we can approach with the concept of scientific value), and the other part

is secondary value. The secondary value could be independent from using such as landscape, and

dependent from using like mineral resources.

The dissertation analyzes the different estimation’s methods of value. I declared that the method of

opened-up preferences (using of interrogation with questionnaire) is practicable in case of geological

formations too, and it could be permit the monetary evaluation of geological construction.



I determined the main attributes that we have to use for analyzing of a geological formation. These

attributes are: mineral resources; different element of environmental geology like engineering geology,

hydrogeology, pedology; landscape and scientific value. I analyzed these elements of different

geological formations, and I gave a numeric value each formations.

The result of this evaluation is a particular preference-system that shows: the monetary evaluation

of geological formation is soluble with a special questionnaire-method. This interrogation must be

taken with each person of the market. Not only residents but also the investors and holidaymakers

must be interrogated. Analyzing of opinion of individuals, social groups, enterprises, and local

governments is very important. It needs a great effort of geologists too, because of level of geological

knowledge of our society isn’t enough high for giving good answer of geological problems.


